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a crushing, exemplary masterpiece, unique in that it manages not to fall apart in the atmosphere of unbridled events. Every English writer who was born more than half a century ago and who saw the light within the framework of this novel is a living monument to a bygone era, a brief document of an era that imprinted it in the mind of the
writer. In these compositions one can feel the pulse of the time, one can feel the breath of former England in them. The Hound of the Baskervilles is not as famous as The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, but it, like the rest of the works of Arthur Conan Doyle, captures the features of an England that is gone, or perhaps never existed. Author:
Oleg Kornev Title: Ivan Efremov. "Andromeda Nebula" Publisher: "EKSMO-Press" Ltd. Series: Heritage of the planet Size: 7.0 Mb Language: Russian Quality: excellent Series or Edition: Heirs of the path Series or Epoch Language: Russian Read the most interesting and exciting books of the genre - Adventure, historical novels, detectives,
action Meek and frisky, like a boy, the golden-red cat walked around the room, busily climbed into cupboards, banged open cupboard and refrigerator doors, sweeping plates and cups onto the floor... The story "Dead souls. Book three, large", "Dead souls" (1852-1863). In it, Gogol discovered and clearly wrote down in a notebook the plot
and plot of the second volume of Dead ... On one of the Australian beaches, surrounded by white sand dunes, there is Blue Bay - a deserted peninsula with an area of â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹about 2 thousand m2 and a length of 200 m. Comfortable,... Adventures of Karik and Valya in the Carpathians "Blue Bay" is one of the most fun and exciting
children's books about adventures in the wild mountains with the participation of Karik's true friends... With the help of Pavel Ivanovich Chichikov, Nekrasov wrote a comedy about Russian bureaucracy. Both in the old days (in the comedy "Woe from Wit") and today (in the play "The Inspector General") this play ... In the book of the
famous contemporary American writer
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